The main result is an L? mean convergence theorem for 
Here R%'ß is a normalized Jacobi polynomial and dg'P is an appropriate constant. It is well known that for suitable choices of a, ß the {R%,p} are the elementary spherical functions for the rank 1 symmetric spaces of compact type. Cast in this setting Pollard's theorem is an Lp mean convergence result for hi-K invariant functions on the rank 1 compact symmetric space U/K. In this paper we investigate extending this result to higher rank symmetric spaces. Even in the abelian case of the «-torus T" the result depends drastically on how the multiple series is summed. Consider for example / in LP(T") with SRf{x)= Z_ «*«*"x.
fcf+ ... + fc2<K2
Fefferman [6] has proved that SRf converges to /in the ¿p norm only if p = 2. However if one uses square partial sums SNf{x)= Z akeikx IkfKJV the problem essentially factors into n iterates of the dimension 1 case and Lp mean convergence holds for 1 < p < °°. Our main result is an Lp mean convergence theorem for Fourier series of class functions on a compact semisimple Lie group in which the partial sums are analogous to the square ones for the torus. The method of proof closely parallels the abelian case. The technique is to transfer spherical multiplier problems on a general compact symmetric space (of which a compact semisimple Lie group is the the special case G x G/À with A the diagonal subgroup) to equivalent Fourier multiplier problems on the tangent space at the identity coset of the symmetric space. For symmetric spaces that are Lie groups this equivalence is essentially established; however, for a general compact symmetric space we prove only one direction. The Fourier multiplier problems arising from a convex polyhedra method of summing the Fourier series of class functions turn out to reduce to problems about iterates of the Hubert transform in one variable with weight functions. Results in [12] on the Hubert transform with weight then provide the tool to prove these are bounded operators.
In § 1 we summarize notation and review basic aspects of harmonic analysis on compact symmetric spaces and of Fourier analysis on the tangent space at the identity coset.
In §2 passage from spherical multipliers on the symmetric space to Fourier multipliers on the tangent space is obtained.
From §3 on, we restrict attention to compact semisimple Lie groups. In §3 we prove a multiplier restriction theorem from Fourier multipliers on invariant functions to spherical multipliers on class functions. Then for these multipliers the problem on the group and the problem on the Lie algebra are equivalent. An observation further reduces Fourier multiplier problems on invariant functions on the Lie algebra to classical Fourier multipliers on Euclidean space with weight functions.
In §4 we apply the results of the preceding sections to prove the mean convergence theorem for Fourier series of class functions. In the converse direction,
we establish continuity properties of the Fourier transform of invariant functions on the Lie algebra that yield negative results for multiplier problems. I would like to thank my thesis advisor, A. W. Knapp, for his invaluable
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1. Fourier transforms, multipliers, and Bessel functions. Let U he a compact simply connected semisimple Lie group. Let 0 be an involution on U and A' its fixed point set. K is a connected compact subgroup and U/K is a Riemannian globally symmetric space of compact type which is also simply connected. Let u and I be the respective Lie algebras. Then 0 induces an involution automorphism 9 of u and a direct sum decomposition u = t <B ft* where £ (resp. )p*) is the + 1 (resp. -1) eigenspace of 0. The concept of roots and restricted roots can be defined intrinsically for U and UfK; however, we shall define them by means of the noncompact duals since we shall have to introduce these duals later anyway.
Let 9C be the complexification of u and extend 6 to gc. Set £ = ija* and 80 = t ® £• Then g0 is a noncompact semisimple Lie algebra with Cartan involution 8. Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of £ and t) a 0-stable Cartan subalgebra of g 0 containing a. Then i) = §t © a where § t = § n f . The complexification i)C of § is a Cartan subalgebra of gc, and we denote the set of roots of gc with respect to fyc by A. We fix compatible orderings on the real duals of a and h\R = a ©/' §v Since the roots take real values in i)R we get an order on A. Denote by A+ the set of positive roots and §R the corresponding positive Weyl chamber.
The Killing form B( •, • ) of gc restricted to §R x fc)R is nondegenerate and we use B to identify t)Ä and t)¿ in the usual way. For X, p in i)'R we denote by <X, p) the bilinear form induced by B. An element X in 1^^ is called integral if for all a G A, 2<X, a>/<a, a) G Z and is called dominant if for all a G A+, 2<X, a)l{a, a) > 0. Let L C §'R denote the semilattice of dominant integral linear functionals. The set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of U is in 1-1 correspondence with L . The semilattice in h/R dual to L by means of B is contained in the closure of Ij +.
Set P+ = {a G A+\a(H) =¿ a(BH) for some H G í)R} and set a+ = {H G a Ia(H) > 0 for all a G P+}. Let Af ' be the normalizer of a in K and M the centralizer of a in K. The Weyl group W = M'lM leaves a invariant and has a+ for a fundamental domain.
We now review some aspects of analysis on UfK, most of which can be found in Helgason [9] or Coifman and Weiss [3] . Let du and dk denote Haar measures on U and A' normalized to have total mass 1 and let dû denote the U invariant measure on UfK with total mass 1. Let L2(UfK) he the Hubert space of square integrable measurable functions on UfK.
The left regular representation of U on L2(U/K) provides a decomposition of L2(U/K) into an orthogonal direct sum of minimal invariant subspaces. The irreducible subrepresentations are precisely the class 1 representations of (U, K ), those with a one-dimensional subspace of A'-fixed vectors, and occur with multiplicity 1. Let A C L he the set of class 1 highest weights. For X in A let Vx be the subspace of L2(U/K) of X type, let dx = dim Vx and let <px in Vx he the corresponding elementary spherical function. The dual of A is contained in a+.
The projection operator Px: L2(U/K) -* Vx may be realized as an integral operator in the following way. If fis in L2(U/K) and the projection U-► U/K is denoted by « -*■ ù then Pxfi*) = ¿x Su fi")*xi"~lx) du, x E U/K.
We denote this integral by 7\ / = dx f * v?x.
For/in L2(U/K) we call the expression 2xeA dxf* <px the Fourier series off. If/is in L2(K\U/K) the Fourier series of / has the simpler form 2\sa d\fW*k where/(X) = fu/K /(¿)^(¿) dû.
A bounded linear operator T on Lp {U/K) is called a spherical multiplier operator if there exists a sequence {w(X)}xeA such that for /in L2(U/K) n LP(U/K), Tf= 2xeA m(\)dxf* <px. Spherical multiplier operators on LP(K\U/K) ate defined similarly. In either case the sequence is called a spherical multiplier. Spherical multiplier operators on LP(U/K) can be characterized as bounded linear operators commuting with left translation by K.
The Riemannian structure on U/K that we have implicitly assumed is the restriction of B to \)* x £", and then translated by U. The fact that B restricted to £", x |j+ is negative definite will now be exploited to study Fourier analysis on ja*.
We view £" as a locally compact abelian group self-dual by means of B. Lebesgue measure dX on jo* is normalized to be self-dual. For /, g in Cc( £*) the Fourier transform is given by fiY)= f f(X)e-iB<X'Y> dX, YEP*, and the Fourier inversion formula by g(X)= ¡g(Y)e*^dY. From this we see that /is also Ad K invariant. We define a function J on a* x aí by A / is IV invariant and so extends to an Ad K invariant function on p* x p + . We call / a Bessel function since for rank UfK = 1 these are classical Bessel functions Jk(x)l\x\k. These functions have a very rich structure and many properties in common with the classical Bessel functions. The proofs of the properties are group theoretic or geometric in nature. In the next section one of these properties is developed that has applications to multiplier problems.
2. A multiplier theorem from confluence. In this section we derive a relationship between spherical functions on the symmetric space and Bessel functions on p * considered as the tangent space at the identity coset of the symmetric space. This is a generalization of the classical Mehler-Heine theorem relating Jacobi polynomials and Bessel functions. We then take the first step toward transferring spherical multiplier problems on U/K to equivalent Fourier multiplier problems on p". We prove that an Ad £ invariant function is a Fourier multiplier on p * if a certain family of sequences obtained from this function are uniformly bounded spherical multipliers on U/K.
Let Gc be the complexification of U and G0 the real analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra g0. Corresponding to a we have a local Iwasawa decompo- Proof. This is essentially the existence of holomorphic canonical coordinates of the 1st and 2nd kind and the proof in Hochschild [11] for real Lie groups can be repeated for the complex case.
We apply Lemma 2.1 to the complexified local Iwasawa decomposition. Write 9C = Ie © ac 8 nc and for Z in gc let §(Z) be the projection of Z onto ac. For g in G0 let H(g) in a be defined by g = k exp 77(g)«. We want to continue H analytically to a neighborhood of e in Gc. Let Vx and V2 he the neighborhoods of 0 given by Lemma 2.1(b). The map ¡r) ° f~l o exp" ' is holomorphic from exp Vx to ac and agrees with 77 on exp Vx C\ G0. We denote this extension of 77 also by 77.
Lemma 2.2. There exists a neighborhood VofOin gc and a positive number e such that H(exp tZ) = t${Z) + 0(t2)
for Zin VandtEC with \t\<e.
Proof. We use a series expansion for 77 and Lemma 2.1. Let r denote conjugation on gc with respect to u . Then BT(X, Y) = -B(X, tY) is a positive definite hermitian inner product on gc. For Z in gc set ||Z||2 = BT(Z, Z). Now choose Vx as above. As H is holomorphic on Vx fot some e > 0, the ball Be = {Z E op | ||Z|| < e} is contained in Vx and 77 has a series expansion at e valid on exp Be. So for Z in Be and t EC with 111 < 1, tZ is in 77e and 77(exp tZ) = 77(e) 4-dH(e)(tZ) 4-0(t2).
We shall denote the point at which the differential is computed by a subscript on the differential. 77(e) = 0 and on 77e exp defines a chart, so that The analytic continuation of the H function allows us to obtain a local integral formula for y?x on U. In fact, H(exp Xk) = H(kk~ ' exp Xk) = //(exp Ad ¡Tl (X)) for X G g 0, and 2?e is invariant under Ad K; thus the integrand in Harich-Chandra's formula for <¿>A is defined for x = exp Z with Z in Be. Now v\ is a matrix coefficient of a finite-dimensional representation of Gc, hence is holomorphic on all Gc. On exp B€, ipx and the analytically continued integral are holomorphic and agree on exp(f?e) n GQ, hence are equal on exp Be. Summarizing, we have Proposition 2.3. If X is in u and \\X\\ < e, then
Remark. For special U, e.g., rank U/K = 1, the e can be determined and Proof. Recall from §1 that the elementdual to X is in a+ . If HK is this element, we set H* = -MK. Then H* is in ct£ . Let L C u be a compact set. Then L is contained in BN, a ball of radius Af, for N large enough. Let e be as in Proposition 2.3. For all n > N/e and for all X in L, X/n is in Be. Then
By Lemma 2.2 we have
Asn-*°°, hX(0(1/«2))-»O, so that e"^0*1/"2»-» 1. Then lim^(expf) = JJfe^(A^W))Ä.
Recall that J(H*,X)= SKeiB^MHX))dk.
To complete the proof we need only observe that B(HX, Ad k(X)) = 77(77x,$(Ad k(X))) = X($(Ad k(X))).
To see the first equality suppose Z is in 3 c and Z = Xx 4-X2 4-X3 with Xx E Ec, X2 = S?(Z), X3 E nc. Then f i p implies that B(HK, Xx) = 0. Lemma VI, 3.5 in Helgason [9] shows the existence of a basis of gc with respect to which ad X3 is strictly lower triangular and ad 77x is diagonal. Hence 77(77^, X3) = 0.
Theorem 2.5. Let m be a bounded Ad K invariant function on b" that is continuous a.e. Suppose that for each r > 0 the sequence {m(H*/r)}xeA is a spherical multiplier on LP(U/K) and the norms of the corresponding operators are uniformly bounded. Then m is a multiplier on Lp( p*) (1 < p < °°).
Remark. This result was proved by Igari [13] and Clerc [?] independently when rank U/K = 1. Strichartz [18] then extended it to symmetric spaces that are compact Lie groups. Proposition 2.4 allows us to push Strichartz's proof through for arbitrary compact U/K. Clerc has independently found Proposition 2.4 with essentially the same proof. We include the proof then only for completeness.
Proof.
Let q he the index conjugate to p. We first assume m decreases rapidly, say \m(X)\ < cx exp(-c2|| X||2). Let / and g he in Cc°°( p*). It suffices to show that 7 = / Tf(X)g(X) dX is bounded in absolute value by Cll/llpllgllg with C independent of/and g. The idea is to obtain a Riemann sum approximation to 7 by using Proposition 2.4 and then to use the uniform boundedness of the operators corresponding to the dilates of m.
As m decreases rapidly, we may apply the Fubini theorem to the two inside integrals and then use the integration formula for Ad K invariant functions on p" to obtain 1= S* S9 S MH)J{H,X-Y) FI a *(77)dHf{Y)giX)dYdX. Now choose 7? large enough so that exp is a chart on 7?"! supp / and R~ 'supp g.
Define functions fR and gR on U/K by /fi(exp X/R) = f{X) and ¿rfi(exp X/R) = g{X). Let TR be the operator corresponding to {m{H*¡R)}xeA and let IR = f(/jK TR fR(ù)gR(u) dû. By hypothesis there exists A < °° independent of R, / g such that |7Ä| <í4||//j|L||jjr|L. We claim there is a constant C depend-ing only on U such that RNIR -* CI as R -► » where N = dim U/K. In fact And so «i is a multiplier on ¿p(b#). To remove the hypothesis that m decreases rapidly, define for e > 0 a new multiplier me(X)exp(-ellA^I2) and observe that the constant A can be chosen independent of e. Letting e -► 0, we have the desired result. Remark 2.6. Theorem 2.5 is true for multipliers on Ad K invariant functions on p* if the dilated multipliers are uniformly bounded operators on hi-K invariant functions on U/K. The proof is exactly the same. In fact if our original / and g were Ad K invariant, the only fact one needs to check is that fR and gR ate hi-K invariant. But this is obvious.
Remark 2.7. One can formulate Theorem 2.5 for weak type boundedness of multipliers rather than strong type. For rank 1, Connett and Schwartz [5] have proved such a result. Proposition 2.4 allows one to carry their proof over to arbitrary rank.
3. Restriction and transplantation of multipliers. When the rank of U/K is 1, one can use Theorem 2.5 to obtain many well-known multiplier theorems on R" from the corresponding results for Jacobi polynomials (see Igari [13] ). However, for higher rank little is known about analysis on U/K, whereas multiplier theorems on R" have been deeply investigated. So it would be much more useful to have a "restriction" theorem for multipliers from the tangent space to the symmetric space.
Let G be a compact simply connected semisimple Lie group and let g be License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use its Lie algebra. In this section we shall prove a theorem concerning restrictions of multipliers on Ad G invariant functions on g to central multipliers on class functions on G. The analogous abelian theorem is due to de Leeuw [14] 
The group G with the Riemannian structure induced from the Killing form on g is isometric to the symmetric space U/K where U = G x G and K = A, the diagonal subgroup. By means of this diffeomorphism, the hi-K invariant func tions on U corresponds to class functions on G and the spherical functions on U/K correspond to characters of irreducible unitary representations of G divided by the degree of the representation. In this setting the restriction theorem in this section is a partial converse to Theorem 2.5.
Since G is a symmetric space the notation introduced in § 1 could still be used; however results in the literature that we need are expressed in more traditional notation. For the purpose of compatibility with the literature we employ the traditional notation.
Let G be a compact simply connected semisimple Lie group and T a maximal torus in G. Let g and t) be their Lie algebras and gc and t)C the respective complexifications. Let A be the set of roots of (gc, bc); A+ the positive roots for some order; and W the Weyl group. Let p be half the sum of the positive roots. he ability to transport analysis problems between group and algebra is provided by the following theorem of Harish-Chandra [7] . Proposition 3.1. For all Hx, H2 in f)c P(Hx)P(H2)SreBiMg{Hl)'H2) dg = P(H;) Z e(s)eB(sH*'H2).° s^W We set J{Hx,H2) = SGeiHAdgiH^H2)dg for 77j, H2 in fy. This function will be called a Bessel function. As it is W invariant it has an extension to g x g. The following properties of / are easily verified.
(1) J is Ad G invariant in each variable, hence is specified by its values on Vxk*-_ Proof. This is a well-known fact in abelian harmonic analysis. A proof can be found in, e.g., [17] .
Now suppose m is a bounded measurable Ad G invariant function on g . Let A' be the multiplier operator acting on Ad G invariant functions corresponding to m. If, in addition, m is continuous at H*+p for each X G I, we define a multiplier on G by the sequence m* = {m(H*+p)}xeL . We denote by K * the corresponding operator on class functions on G. For the remainder of this section these hypotheses and notations will remain in effect. If X =£ p, the sets {o(X 4-p)} and {r(ß 4-p)} are disjoint. So we choose o small enough so that for all w,, w2 in IV, || w,77x*+p -w2H*+p\\2 > 25 . Then s't2\fk m(H)exp(-s\\H -wxHK+p\\2 exp(-s\\H -w2H*+p\\2)dH\ <S"2Sw-WlHx+p*2» \^)^Pi-s\\H-W2H;+p\\2)e-^dH + s',25w-W2h;+p\\2 >5 exp(-51177 -w,/7x*+p||2)e-5* ¡m(77)|d/7.
And as s -► °° both terms on the right -* 0. Next we compute the integral on the group. sll2\\gll-llp\\gs\\l-1/q = s"2\\gs\L = constant.
Now
Applying Lemma 3.4 completes the proof. Theorem 3.7 provides a method for constructing multipliers on G; however, the hypothesis may be difficult to verify directly. Next we shall see that this verification reduces to Fourier multiplier problems on 6) and then often can be done easily. Thus we now develop a procedure for transplanting multiplier problems on LP^iq) to Fourier multiplier problems on Lp(h). First we see how the Fourier transform is transplanted and then how multiplier operators are transplanted.
For / a continuous compactly supported invariant function on g, the Fourier transform of/was shown in [7, Theorem 3] to be given by P(j-f*\ f{H2) =-==; f P{HX)/(/Y,) Z e(W)e-iB(wHi ■ffa> dHx.
\W\P(H2)
Since /is Ad G invariant, it is W invariant. The function P, however, is odd with respect to W, i.e., P(wH) = e(w)P(H). Then fp is odd, and, making a change of variables, we see that
P(H2) where K denotes the Fourier transform on Ej.
A similar computation for inverting the Fourier transform gives P(H *\ g-m^-p^yipg^m iff«/ UK is a multiplier operator on ¿2nv(g) with {KfT = mf, denote by K0 the Fourier multiplier on L2{ij) with {K0f)~ = mf: Then for/G7,2nv(g) n ¿fnv(g) 4. Mean convergence. We come to the main result, a theorem concerning convergence in Lp of the Fourier series expansion in characters of a central function on the compact semisimple Lie group G. Briefly this convergence question is handled as follows: convergence on the group reduces to uniform boundedness of the partial sum operators, which reduces by Theorem 3.7 to uniform boundedness of multiplier operators on Lp { g) with a weight function, which in turn reduces by Proposition 3.8 to the uniform boundedness of the multiplier operators on Euclidean space corresponding to a family of convex polygons. These last operators are to be bounded with respect to a weight function. Following an observation of Bochner [10], we simplify this question to one concerning uniform boundedness of the Hilbert transform with respect to a family of weight functions. Finally a theorem due to Hunt, Muckenhoupt and Wheeden [12] and a lemma due to Coifman allow us to establish this uniform boundedness. I am indebted to R. Coifman for pointing out the applicability of his lemma.
Typically the range of p for which mean convergence holds is a small interval centered at p = 2. We show that the Fourier transform maps ¿fnv(g) into continuous functions for p less than a critical exponent. Taken with a theorem of Strichartz or Theorem 2.5 this provides negative results for a range of p. Unfortunately for rank G > 1, the mean convergence result together with this negative result do not exhaust all possible p and so complete information on mean convergence is not yet available. An example with rank G = 2 appears at the end of the section. I want to thank Peter Tomas for bringing my attention to Varopoulos's result on the Fourier transform on radial functions (see Stein and Weiss [17, p. 176]) which suggested this approach.
Before stating the main theorem, we shall specify the particular ways the partial sums of the Fourier series are formed. The theorem will be proved in a series of steps.
Step 1. The conclusion is certainly true for trigonometric polynomials and these are dense in 7,pnv(G). By standard functional analysis it is enough to show the operators SR ate uniformly bounded;
Step 2. Reduction to a multiplier problem on ¿.p v(g). We construct an invariant function m on g which when restricted to the lattice {H*+ \\ E L} gives the multiplier for SR. only ifH*+p is in /?£, n § + . Then we have the desired conclusion because the sequence {fiR(H*+p)} contains precisely these lattice points.
In order to apply Theorem 3.7 to the multipliers mR it is necessary that they be continuous at L We can arrange matters so that this condition is satisfied. For each R > 0 the number of X in L with <X + p, v)< R is finite. Indeed if X = 2 l¡ co,., <X + p, i>> = 2 (/,-+ 1) (co,-, v) and if this is < R we must Step 3. Reduction to Fourier multipliers on Lp(fy) with weight function. In fact by Proposition 3.8 the operators KR. have the required properties if the functions mR. are uniformly bounded Fourier multipliers on ¿p(6>) with respect to the weight function \D(H)\2~P.
Step 4. Reduction to Hubert transform. For w G W let Tw be the Fourier multiplier operator on § corresponding to the multiplier xw = characteristic function of Ew. Let A' be the Fourier operator on § corresponding to m. Asm = nwew, xw. K is the composition of the Tw. A sufficient condition for A" to be bounded on Lp(h) with respect to a weight function is that each of the Tw is so bounded.
It is useful to use different coordinates on lj for each of the Tw. Let o0 he the / -1 dimensional subspace of I) orthogonal to RH* and let {//,, . . . Fortunately the theory of the Hubert transform with weight function has been completely worked out (see [12] ). Suppose w is a nonnegative function on R1. co is said to satisfy condition Ap (1 < p < °°) if there is a constant C such that for every interval /,
The result is Proposition 4.6. A necessary and sufficient condition for H to be bounded on Lp(Rl) with respect to co is that co satisfies condition A . The norm of H is dominated by the constant C in condition Ap times a function of p.
Step 5. Verification of condition A .
Our problem now appears to be computational. By Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.6 it is enough to determine for which p, if any, the collection of weight functions { \Dlw(HQ, h)\2'p\ w&W) satisfy Ap independent of HQ. For rank G = 1 this is the function I sin x\2~p and it follows from a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood when the Hilbert transform is bounded for this weight.
We are grateful to R. Coifman for pointing out the next lemma which enables us to treat the general rank case. necessitates a digression into Lie algebra structure theory. Let 7T = set of simple roots a,, . . ., a¡, and let S = set of nonempty subsets of it. If S is in S, S determines a root system As Q A, namely, take As to be the totality of roots in A spanned by the elements of S. The Weyl group Ws of As is generated by the reflections sa,,a¡E S, and is a subgroup of IV. The relevance of subsets S is that they determine the walls and corners of the closed Weyl chamber, walls corresponding to one element set and corder S with more than one element. The origin corresponds to jr.
Fix e > 0 and set Çe+ = {ff £ h + |a(ff) > e for all a G A+} and for each 5 in S set h+iS ={HE £> + |a(ff ) < e for all a E S and ß(H) > e for all ß in tt\S}. Then k+ is the disjoint union of b* and U$es kt,sRecall that by Proposition 3.2, rT sin a(/ff )/2 J(H;,H) = Dq(H) and D0(H) = c Jj+ q(//) .
On k* s, we have ' 73r//, in ™«m2~\ r n sina(///)/2l
and for e small the first factor is essentially constant. We shall see that all the Bessel functions behave like this.
We fix S in S and examine the behavior of 7(77, ff') on f)+s for ff, ff' in b+ and ffin ij*5.
TV/ )/\/7) wew, Define 7>¿(ff) and 7>j(ff) bŷ (")= IT «(") and 7>2(ff) = n MH).
a£A + *eA+\A + Since P\(H)J(H, ff') is continuous on ç, (P(Hp*)¡Pls(H)VwBW e(w)eiB^wH-H,) is continuous on fj.
We shall use a coordinate system such that ff = ff, 4-ff2 with ff, is in the span of {H*\a E As} and ff2 is orthogonal to this space. Then Pi(ff) wew fs("i)
Since ff' is in cj+, the function above is periodic in the ff2 variables. In fact, ff ' = 2ftfff * with h¡ > 0, so that if a is a simple root not in S, B(wH2 + w(2n(H*lhJ),ff') = B(wH2, ff') 4-(2it/ha)B(wH*,H') = B(wH2, ff') 4-(2it/ha)haB(wH*, 77* ) and this equals B(wH2, H') + 2ttk for some integer k. Since on E)+ s, the //, variables range over a compact set we must have \(P(Hp)fPs(H))I,€(w)eiB^wiI'H') bounded by a constant depending only on//'. Then on §*$, \J(H, H')\ < C(H')lP(H')Pl(H). Motivated by this asymptotic behavior, we make the following definition.
Set qc equal to the infimum of q > 2 such that for each S in S, h. Each of the integrands is the reciprocal of a nowhere vanishing polynomial and so qc is finite. We shall call the conjugate exponent pc (llqc + l/pc = 1) the critical exponent.
Remark. We believe qc to be the infq>2{q\fk+\D0(H)\q\P(H)\2dH<°°};
however we have been able to prove this only for a few cases. We shall now prove Proposition 4. We shall give two examples illustrating typical ranges of p for which mean convergence results hold. Example 4.10. G = 517(2), dim ^ = 1,P(H) = h and computation gives pc = 3/2. There is only one way to sum the series and for that method r = 1. Then (2r + l)/(r + 1) = 3/2 and complete mean convergence information is obtained except at p = 3/2. This is also a special case of Pollard's theorem. 
